EMCOR Services
MSI - Mechanical Services

Automated Controls & Energy Management

Increased Comfort. Amplified Productivity.
Optimized Energy Efficiency.
As one of Florida’s leading single-source mechanical contractors, EMCOR Services MSI
- Mechanical Services (MSI) designs, builds, operates, and maintains some of the most
innovative commercial HVAC systems in the state. With more than 320 of the area’s
foremost HVAC specialists trained to perform a variety of mechanical services, MSI
helps provide clients healthy, productive, and efficient working environments. Whether
clients need services related to planning, fabrication, construction, operation, maintenance, or energy, MSI self-performs work to help ensure optimum quality, while working
within budget and schedule parameters.

EMCOR Services MSI - Mechanical
Services offerings include:
»   Complete system design and integration
»   Installation

From the latest internet-based, open-architecture technologies, to complex pneumatic
systems, MSI specializes in the design and installation of building automation systems
that help clients control operating costs. MSI’s suite of building-automation and energymanagement services can make a significant difference in a facility’s comfort, productivity, and energy efficiency.

»   Programming

Doing the Math.
On Energy Savings.

»   Networking
»   Commissioning
»   Graphics
»   Preventive and emergency maintenance

Compounding energy costs can cripple any
facility manager’s budget—which is why
MSI enlists some of the most advanced
energy-saving algorithms to automatically
optimize HVAC, lighting, and other building
systems and equipment. It all adds up to
energy savings that can make a real—and
noticeable—difference.
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Multiple Systems.
Multiple Manufacturers.
A Single-Source Solution.
MSI’s factory-certified automation designers, technicians, and electricians can
provide on-going maintenance programs
and technical support for all building-automation needs. And because MSI represents
multiple system manufacturers, technicians
can provide the most sensible solution for
each client’s specific operating goals.

How Can We Help You? 407.857.3510 msifla.com

Central Florida & Space Coast
9820 Satellite Boulevard, Orlando, FL 32837 407.857.3510
Tampa Bay Region & SW Florida
9220 Palm River Road, Suite 105, Tampa, FL 33619 727.535.4360

Tallahassee & N Florida
3701 Hartsfield Road, Tallahassee, FL 32303 850.514.HVAC (4822)
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Jacksonville
4505 Marquette Avenue, Jacksonville, FL 32210 904.389.7950

